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Abstract
In this work we present a descriptive study of the effects that the schooling level of both parents (mother and
father) may cause in the levels of Math Anxiety in Spanish students from secondary education. We study the
effects separately for male and female students, and native, first, and second generation of immigrants.
Results show a slightly bigger influence of the mother over the father. For higher ISCED levels, native and
second generation immigrants have same behavior, while for lower levels natives have less anxiety. In families
where the mother has a higher ISCED level than the father, female students native and second generation
immigrants have more Math Anxiety, whereas the opposite occurs in male students.
Indexing terms/Keywords:Keywords are your own designated keywords which can be used for easy location
of the manuscript using any search engines.
Subject Classification:Math Anxiety,Secondary Education, PISA report
Type (Method/Approach):Exploratory quantitative study
Introduction:The study of attitudinal variables in mathematics is a subject that has been gaining weight in
recent years. Multiple studies emphasize their influence on the academic performance of the students, as well
as in their future academic trajectory [5]. Given its predictive nature it seems worthwhile to analyse which
variables of the student's environment can influence these attitudinal components.
In this work we focus on Math Anxiety, which can be defined as the absence of comfort that someone might
experience when required to perform a mathematical task [14]. Mathematical Anxiety usually influences
negatively on the academic results and tends to be higher in female students rather than in male ones [4]. This
result is replicated in multiple studies, being one of the most recent the PISA 2012 report [9], where this gap
exists even in countries where math performance in female students equals to the male ones.
Works such as [6] show a negative correlation between levels of mathematical anxiety and performance in
mathematics in Western European countries such as Finland, Netherlands or Switzerland, but not in Asian
countries like Korea or Japan.
Besides its influence on the academic performance, Math Anxiety can be an important factor when students
have to decide their choose of careers as those with high levels of anxiety tend to avoid studies with math
contents [10].
There is also a direct relation between the Math Anxiety levels and the methodology used, as more anxious
students tend to take an instrumental approach rather than a relational one [2, 8]. Moreover, students with
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high level of anxiety tend to avoid using advanced problem solving, and this effect is strongest for students
with higher working memory capacity [11].
Math Anxiety can be transmitted from parents to sons, so that when the parents (or primary caretakers) exhibit
anxiety when helping with math homework (and they provide this help often), their children have significantly
more anxiety than the rest [7].
The purpose of this work is to study the effect of the schooling level of parents over the Math Anxiety of their
children, and if these effects depends on the gender or native or immigrant status of the student.
Materials and Methods
We propose a quantitative, descriptive and exploratory study from the data of PISA 2012 survey. We choose
this year as the PISA 2015 did not include the Math Anxiety in its questions. The sample consists of 25313
students from the Spain sample, all with age 15 years. Since Math Anxiety shows differences between genders,
the statistics are computed separately for female and male students. We also considered if the student was
native, first generation immigrant or second generation immigrant. In this sense, we define first generation as
those who were born outside Spanish territory, whereas second generation corresponds to students born in
Spanish territory and at least one of the parents is immigrant. Although this last definition doesn’t match the
one used by PISA, it is convenient as it includes the case of mixed couples, which represents 6.8% of the
sample [1]. Schooling level of the parents is classified according to the ISCED-1997 levels [13]. For simplicity
we considered only students with two parents (not monoparental families).
Results and Discussion
Math Anxiety (ANXMAT) scores from -2.37 to 2.55 in the PISA standardized scale. Female students had a mean
of 0.33 whereas male students had 0.02, which is equivalent to 24.8 points in a percentile scale. An Anova was
considered to contrast the effect of the schooling level of mother and father respectively.
To analyse the effect of the ISCED level of the mother, we divide the sample in 6 segments (male/female,
native/1stGen/2ndGen) and perform an Anova in each of them. In all cases the p-value is 0.00, so the ISCED of
the mother correlates with Math Anxiety of the students. We consider a post-hoc analysis, using the T2
Tamhane Test, comparing the differences of one level with its next one, and checking where are statistically
significant differences from one level to the immediately superior. In Table 1 there are denoted with asterisks
when a level has this kind of differences with its lower one. In the right column the range of the Math Anxiety
is computed.
Highest schooling of mother

Native
Female

Male

ISCED1

ISCED 2

ISCED 3B, C

ISCED 3A, 4

ISCED 5B

ISCED 5A, 6

Range

*

*

*

*

*

*

0,43

*

*

*

*

0,30

1Gen
2Gen

*

*

*

*

*

0,78

Native

*

*

*

*

*

0,56

*

*

*

*

1,78

*

0,57

1Gen
2Gen

*
*
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Table 1: Statistically significant changes of Math Anxiety from one level to the next when changing the ISCED
of the mother (p=0.05)
As we can see form the table, native female students are more sensitive to changes in the schooling level as
they experiment significant changes in their Math Anxiety when changing the ISCED level, which is consistent
with studies like those from [3]. Male students from the second generation of immigrants, although they have
the same range as their native counterparts, exhibit less dependence as they only have significant differences
for lower and higher levels of schooling of both parents.
In a more global approach, native females seem to have less dispersion than native males depending on the
ISCED of the mother, as the range of females is smaller than the male ones. This situation inverts in the second
generation case.

Figure 1: Influence of the ISCED of the mother in Mathematics Anxiety in female students
In figure 1 we represent the mean Math Anxiety of native, first generation and second generation immigrant
female students according to the ISCED level of the mother. In the 3 cases, there is a negative gap when
passing from None to ISCED 5A, 6 level. The first generation has uniformly more anxiety than the native ones,
although this difference is null when the mother has the ISCED 2 level. Native and second generation
immigrants have similar levels of Math Anxiety for superior ISCED levels of the mother (ISCED 6B, ISCED 5A, 6).
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Figure 2: Influence of the ISCED of the mother in Mathematics Anxiety in male students
Figure 2 shows the influence of the mother in male students. The unusual high value draws attention. This is
due mostly to an observation with very high Math Anxiety (2.55) and a high weight (105,96 over 136) that has
a strong influence in the mean. Eliminating this observation results in a mean of 0.53, which is a more
expected value. Again, high ISCED levels of the mother results in the same levels of Math Anxiety for native
and second generation immigrants, whereas the first generation experiments a little increase (which is
statistically significant). Also, at ISCED 3B, C level, second generation immigrants seems to have less Math
Anxiety than native ones. This difference is statistically significant (p-value 0.018).
In order to study the effect of the ISCED level of the father We performed in similar way than the previous
case. The Anova gives a p-value of 0.00 in all the 6 segments of the sample (male/female,
native/1stGen/2ndGen) which means that the ISCED of the father correlates with the Math Anxiety of the
students. In Table 2 we represent similar data than Table 1, using the father’s ISCED as a factor.
Highest schooling of father
ISCED1
Native
Female

Male

ISCED 2

ISCED 3B, C

ISCED 3A, 4

ISCED 5B

ISCED 5A, 6

Range

*

*

*

*

0,31

*

*

*

*

*

1Gen

0,29

2Gen

*

*

*

*

*

*

0,62

Native

*

*

*

*

*

*

0,35

1Gen

*

*

*

2Gen

0,40

*

*

0,67

Table 2: Statistically significant changes of Math Anxiety from one level to the next when changing the ISCED
of the father (p=0.05)
The mother seems to have more influence than the father as changes in her ISCED level are more inclined to
lead to significant differences in Math Anxiety, especially in male students. This difference between parents is
also observed in other works like [12]. Again, second generation male students seem to be more reluctant to
change from one ISCED level to the next.
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Figure 3: Influence of the ISCED of the father in Mathematics Anxiety in female students
In Figure 3 we can observe that the father’s ISCED has a somewhat irregular in female students. ISCED level 3B,
C seems to have a peak of minimum anxiety. In this case, second generation has less Math Anxiety than native
ones. This difference is statistically significant (p-value 0.026), as it happened in the mother’s case.

Figure 2: Influence of father in Mathematics Anxiety
In Figure 4, influence of father in male students, in high ISCED levels seems to have a similar effect than the
mother’s in female students, where native and second generation have similar levels of Math Anxiety. First
generation seems to experiment a negative influence from ISCED level 3B onwards, as it also happens in less
uniform way in the mother’s case.
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ISCED of
Mother <
ISCED of
Father

ISCED of
Mother >
ISCED of
Father

p-value

Native

0,3289

0,3494

0.00

1Gen

0.4512

0.4662

0.50

2Gen

0.5011

0.5489

0.05

Native

0.0981

0.0621

0.00

1Gen

0.2467

0.2179

0.22

2Gen

0.0575

0.1942

0.00

Table 3: Math Anxiety when mother's ISCED is less (resp. bigger) father’s one, along with the p-values of mean
contrasts.
Regarding the joint effect of mother and father, in Table 3 we show the mean values of Math Anxiety for the 6
segments of the sample divided in 2 groups: those where the ISCED of the mothers is less than the father’s
one and the opposite. We didn’t consider the equal case. We performed a t-test in order to check the equality
of the means between these two groups. As we can see, differences are statistically significant for native and
second generation immigrants. It is worth noting that superior ISCED levels in the mother respect to the father
induces more anxiety in native females (and less in native males) whereas the opposite effect occurs in second
generation students, especially in male students, where Math Anxiety increases about 12 points in the
percentile scale. It is relevant also that students of first generation from both genders don’t show significant
differences between the two possible scenarios.
Conclusions
Mother’s ISCED seems to have a slightly bigger influence than father’s one in Math Anxiety of students which
is consistent with previous studies. Native and second generation immigrant tend to have the same Math
Anxiety levels when the mother or father have high ISCED levels (5B, 5A, 6), except for the pair father-female.
In this sense, the gap between native and immigrants, when there are obvious causes related to the first
generation immigrants like language for example, does still seem to exist in the second generation when the
ISCED level of the parents is not high.
Gender stereotypes seem to affect, slightly but statistically significant, to the Math Anxiety when the ISCED
level of the mother is superior to the ISCED of the father. In that case, female students (native and 2ndGen)
have more Math Anxiety than the opposite case. The inverse effect happens in male students, also native and
2ndGen, where Math Anxiety decreases slightly.
As future lines of research, more attitude variables, like Math Self-Efficacy or Math Attribution Failure should
be analysed in order to extend the influence of the schooling level of parents.
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